FAT TRANSFER AUGMENTATION
Fat transfer refers to the use of autografts for
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prone to localized deposits such as the abdomen,
thighs or lower flank and transferred to the face or
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Harvesting is done through a small-bore liposuction
cannula or 2mm needle. Because the needed

Fat transfer can provide excellent results for both

volumes are small, manual suction under local
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non-viable fat (“oil” leaked from cells during the
procedure). Centrifuging the tissue can help
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approximately twice or three times more volume
than one intends to inject because just a fraction of
the aspirate will be of viable tissue.

Many different techniques can be used to inject the
harvested fat. It can be safely done under local
neural block and/or conscious sedation. Injection
can be performed through needles or with very thin
blunt cannulas, which decrease the risk of
perforating vessels and nerves. It is important to
inject the fat subcutaneously and to avoid injecting
bolus of fat at a single point. The placement of
small droplets of fat through retrograde injection
technique offers the best results. Small volumes at
each point will increase take, because the whole
graft
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oxygen
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